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Executive
Summary
Ancient forests, also referred to as oldgrowth or primeval forests, are forests
that have grown and aged for extended
periods of time without major disturbances. Over millennia, these forests
have created complex, microclimatic,
self-regenerating ecosystems that
sustain innumerable life forms.
Alongside a growing awareness for their
ecosystem services, old-growth forests
have also been valued highly for their
economic benefits. The logging industry
continues to harvest ancient forests and
replace them with biologically
impoverished, industrial tree plantations
or convert them to real estate. Despite
widespread awareness that logging the
unique forests to extinction presents a
short-sighted perspective, the future
and protection of old-growth forests
remains decidedly uncertain.
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The archetypal giant trees of the rare
t e m p e r a t e r a i n f o re s t s i n B r i t i s h
Columbia (B.C.), that grow on low
elevations along the coast and interior
river valleys, are almost gone. Less than
3% — 35,000 hectares — of these
forests remain. The battle to protect the
ancient trees has coalesced at the Fairy
Creek watershed in Southern Vancouver
Island on Pacheedaht First Nation
territory and in the Caycuse region on
Ditidaht territory. Over the last year, the
initiative grew from a small group of
people into a nation-wide grassroots
movement with the goal to stop clearcut logging of endangered ancient
forests in B.C.

This document is addressed to
members of the civil society, including
individuals, corporations and institutions, that care for our environment
and want to show their solidarity by
taking concrete action.
In a final effort to save these irreplaceable forests, we are asking for
international support for:
1. An immediate moratorium on all oldgrowth logging by the government
of British Columbia and
2. A worldwide boycott of B.C. oldgrowth wood products.

Since May 2021, a B.C. Supreme Court
injunction, pursued by the logging
company Teal Jones Ltd., has allowed
the police to arrest and forcibly remove
anyone interfering with logging
operations. Tensions are high, as forest
p ro t e c t o r s a n d I n d i g e n o u s l a n d
defenders face rising levels of illegal
exclusion zones and brutality with every
passing day — meanwhile, the B.C.
government remains silent.
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British Columbia:
The Current Ecological
and Human Rights
Crisis

Vancouver Island’s last stands of ancient, temperate
rainforests are under attack. Situated on the traditional
territories of the Pacheedaht and Ditidaht First Nations,
these old-growth forests are rapidly being clear-cut to
extinction before having been fully understood by humans.
As the giant trees are disappearing, the government is
acting against their voters’ will and its own commitment to
protect the last of the ancient forests.
For many months now, frontline Indigenous land defenders
and non-Indigenous forest protectors have been working
together to form a constant peaceful human barricade
between the ancient trees and the logging industry. But the
government-sanctioned industry and policing forces have
been unrelenting, arresting protestors who stand for a
human right to a healthy environment and charging them
with civil and criminal charges.
!3
The last remaining ancient tree in a large clear-cut near Port Renfrew, globally known as ‘Big Lonely Doug’.
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Ancient Forests:
The Amazon
of the North
Located on lush, rain-soaked slopes
that meander down to the wild Pacific
Ocean, the last remaining forests of the
Pacific Northwest are a marvel. Having
evolved relatively undisturbed since the
end of the last Ice Age (more than
10,000 years ago), they contain some of
the largest and oldest coniferous trees
on the planet — up to 20 centuries old
— and hold more living plant biomass
than any other ecosystem on Earth.
This rare biome covers only 0.03% of
the Earth’s surface, yet it plays an
internationally and intergenerationally
crucial role in our collective fight against
climate change as perhaps the most
efficient natural carbon sink on Earth. In
the midst of the global climate and
extinction crisis, these ecologically rich
reservoirs of endangered biodiversity are
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worth far more standing than they are as
logs feeding short-term corporate profits
and temporary jobs. Currently, less than
3% of the biologically productive, lowerelevation, giant-tree ancient forests are
intact and remain standing in British
Columbia. Many scientists, among them
Suzanne Simard (Finding the Mother
Tree) and Evelyn Hamilton, have
researched the ancient trees and forests
extensively and emphasized the

government’s responsibility to take
action. In response to pressure from
international forestry experts, the
province created an Independent
Strategic Review of old-growth forests
that was completed in 2020. Its
conclusions are clear: Ancient forests
are irreplaceable, and therefore
priceless. The Panel recommended a
moratorium on old-growth logging, but
so far the clear-cutting continues.

Land defender touching an ancient cedar tree in the Caycuse valley on Ditidaht territory.
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The root system of two ancient trees.
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Moss growing on an ancient tree.

Ancient trees provide nutrients for the surrounding organisms, e.g. through decomposition.
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Indigenous
Forest
Sovereignty

The Ditidaht and Pacheedaht communities are rooted in
a kinship with the natural world and with cultural systems
grounded in traditional ecological knowledge, law and
governance. The old-growth forests have for millennia
been an essential source for traditional foods, medicines,
fibres and building materials for canoes, house posts,
carvings and clothing. They are also sacred places for
prayer, ceremony and purification. What these
communities have known for eons, and what science
has since verified, is that old-growth forests are
interdependent with numerous species, including
salmon, a longtime primary food source and the
backbone of Indigenous food sovereignty and culture.
Like most Indigenous Nations in British Columbia, the
Ditidaht and Pacheedaht have never signed treaties with
the Crown. This means they are legally sovereign
peoples on their own unceded land, yet they continue to
live under colonial institutions, which grant them little
control over their lands.
!6
Pacheedaht Elder Bill Jones greets land defenders and forest protectors at the protection camps.
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Because they have been dispossessed
of their lands and resources by the
colonial state, many Indigenous
communities face dire economic
circumstances. Rather than returning
land or resources to their rightful
owners, the colonial system leverages
this poverty to encourage nations to
agree to continued resource extraction
in exchange for desperately needed
funding.
The resulting benefit agreements share
a small percentage of corporate profits
(in the case of the Pacheedaht Nation
this amounts to 3%). In exchange, the
nation must sign "non-interference" and
"support and cooperation" clauses that
expressly forbid any actions to prevent
resource extraction, and establish a de
facto gag order preventing community
members from supporting protest
activity.
The Pacheedaht band council has
signed such agreements, and they
oppose protest activities on their
territories, as they are legally obligated
to do. Pacheedaht Elder Bill Jones and
many Indigenous youth, however, feel
that their traditional laws require them to
stand up for the forests.

Stand-off between Indigenous land defenders and the RCMP on Ditidaht territory.

The Indigenous youth see the fight for
old-growth as part of a larger struggle to
revitalize traditional laws, reclaim the
land and ensure that it is once again
subject to the careful stewardship
modeled by their ancestors. The Union
of B.C. Indian Chiefs (UBCIC) has taken
a similar stand, demanding that the
government immediately halt old-growth
logging while they undergo consultations with First Nations to find
alternative ways to generate much
needed revenue for their communities.

Many First Nations; Squamish, Nuxalk,
Kwakiutl and others in British Columbia;
have recently joined the call of the
UBCIC to ‘pause the saws’ and have
issued their own declarations calling for
a moratorium on commercial old-growth
logging on their traditional territories.
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In the words of one Indigenous youth:
“Indigenous law would not allow for
extinction of old-growth, because
extinction of old-growth means the
death of our owl relatives, salmon
relatives, which leads to the loss of
our whale relatives, and we wipe our
own selves out soon after that. All my
ancestors’ stories tell of the pain of
watching old-growth being logged in
our territory, and how that logging
was done intentionally to hurt us.
They literally burned the logs just to
really make it clear their intention was
to hurt us. If watching these old trees
fall when there are so few of these
ancient beings left doesn't hurt you,
you’re not following Indigenous law.”

!8
Indigenous youth embracing after the ‘Red Dress Ceremony’ on Pacheedaht territory for Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women, Girls and Two-Spirit People (MMIWG2S).
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The Government’s
“Talk and Log”
Promises

During its 2020 election campaign the current British
Columbia New Democrat government (B.C. NDP)
promised to protect old-growth forests within three years
time. Once re-elected, however, they have not only
allowed the logging to continue, but increased the rate of
cut. At the current rate of clear-cutting, there will be no
old-growth left by the time protection is finally legislated.
On Vancouver Island alone, the equivalent of 34 soccer
fields of irreplaceable ancient forests are still being
logged every day. This political betrayal against British
Columbians is giving rise to a public uproar and an
ecological crisis with global implications.

Forest defender standing in an ancient forest clear-cut in British Columbia.
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However, only one percent of this newly
deferred area was actual at-risk oldgrowth forest.
While the B.C. NDP continues to make
promises, approvals of old-growth
cutblocks — tracts of forests that the
government licences for clear-cutting —
have increased by 43% in the past year.
These rare forests, in combination with
the current boom in the global forestry
market, have been earmarked to kickstart the government's post-COVID-19
economic recovery plan.

Solidarity rally for Fairy Creek in Vancouver on Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh territories.

Canada contains 9% of the world's
forests. More than half of the country’s
wood products are harvested in B.C.
and over 80% of these products are
shipped abroad. Canada is the second
largest exporter of wood products
worldwide, with the majority of lumber
being sent to the United States, the
United Kingdom, Japan, China and
India.
In October 2020, the B.C. government
shared plans to defer old-growth

harvesting in 11 areas. However, closer
inspection revealed that most of these
newly deferred 353,000 hectares were
not old-growth forests or not suitable for
logging in the first place. In June 2021,
the government announced it would
defer the logging of ancient rainforests
in Fairy Creek and the Central Walbran
for two years in order to grant
Pacheedaht, Huu-ay-aht and Ditidaht
First Nations members a chance to
create their own forestry plans.

For both the government and the
logging corporations, ancient trees
remain the easiest and most lucrative
product to bring to market. Until
consumer demand diminishes,
corporate desires to clear-cut ancient
forests will continue.
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Teal Jones:
Ecocide under the
Certification of
“Sustainability”
Old-growth forests differ substantially from secondgrowth forests. The lack of natural and anthropogenic
disturbances enabled ancient forests to grow
exceptionally old and develop differing tree heights that
create multiple layers of canopies and provide a habitat
for diverse species. Secondary forests represent areas
that have re-grown following a timber harvest. These
young forests are often found on tree plantations and are
subjected to repetitive logging every few decades. The
close proximity between the planted trees prohibits
sunlight from reaching the forest floor and understory
forage from growing, thereby limiting the biodiversity.
Teal Jones is a wood products corporation based in
Surrey, B.C. The company bought the exclusive license
to cut trees in an area of public land commonly known
as ‘Tree Farm License 46’. TFL46 covers more than 595
square kilometres of forest, including the ancient stands
under siege. The company states in its own business
plan that it intends to log the old-growth forests until they
are “exhausted”.
Logging truck transporting second-growth and old-growth wood.
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For decades, B.C. Forestry has allowed
corporations with vast cutting rights to
cut down rich and diverse old-growth
forests and replace them with
monoculture tree plantations. The
biodiversity in these tree farms is greatly
reduced compared with an ancient
forest ecosystem. Equally destructive
are the thousands of kilometres of
logging roads that have been ploughed
through British Columbia’s forests. The
massive machinery used by industry
destabilizes the terrain, causing erosion
of essential forest topsoil, ruining
salmon-bearing streams, and leading to
irreparable damage in critical
watersheds and ecosystems found
nowhere else on earth. The delicate
underground networks of mycorrhizal
fungi that normally protect trees through
times of drought and disease are
destroyed with the removal of the forest
canopy and their shady micro-habitats.
Many insect species, found nowhere
else on Earth other than on the
suspended soil platforms high up on the
branches of ancient trees, are lost
forever when the forest is logged. Many
old-growth dependent species of birds,
such as the Marbled Murrelet, Northern
Goshawk, Northern Pygmy Owls and
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Logs from ancient trees in a clear-cut.

Western Screech Owls, have become
federally protected endangered species
in Canada due to extensive habitat loss
from logging.
Teal Jones Ltd. markets its old-growth
c e d a r p ro d u c t s a s “ s u s t a i n a b l y
harvested” through the Sustainable
Forest Management Standard of the
Canadian Standards Association (CSA).
However, sustainable logging of ancient
forests does not exist. Teal Jones’ wood
products are not sustainable and its

business model constitutes an ongoing
threat to the disappearing stands of
ancient temperate rainforest. The
protection of old-growth forests is not
synonymous with the end of all logging.
Rather it proposes a complete shift to
s e c o n d - g r o w t h l o g g i n g . Tr u e
sustainability can be achieved by
moving to an ecosystem-based
management and creating a ‘Just
Transition’ process that incorporates the
interests of all stakeholders, including
that of the ancient forest.
!12
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Devon Page and Vicky Husband
wrote in B.C. Forest Watch:
“There is no biological basis for
certifying as sustainable the practice
of cutting down 500-year-old trees,
while just three per cent of B.C.’s oldg ro w t h f o re s t s re m a i n . C S A’s
certification leads consumers to
believe wood from ‘certified’ forests is
preferable because it was harvested
sustainably — even though the
standard does not require that
logging meet any definition of
sustainability. The CSA leaves it up to
the logging companies to self-identify
that their activities are sustainable.
CSA-certified logging in B.C. has
damaged salmon streams and
cleared vast tracts of forests without
requiring protections for critical
biodiversity and wildlife habitat.”
Stump of an ancient tree.
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A Movement Begins:
“Enough is Enough”

When a 17-year old climate activist was studying satellite
imagery of areas his family had previously vacationed, he
noticed fresh logging roads heading into the intact oldgrowth watershed of Fairy Creek. He immediately notified
multiple conservationists who sprang into action.
On the evening of August 9, 2020, a small group of
concerned citizens created a road blockade and set up
camp in front of parked bulldozers. The following morning
they successfully stopped road-building into the
untouched pristine rainforests of Fairy Creek, known as
Ada’itsx to the Pacheedaht First Nation.
What followed has become one of the longest running
acts of civil disobedience in B.C.’s history through the use
of peaceful direct action, public awareness raising,
education and community building. For over a year, they
have stopped old-growth logging in one of the last
remaining intact, unprotected and ancient watershed on
Southern Vancouver Island with the invitation of
Pacheedaht Elder Bill Jones.
Forest protector on top of a hard blockade called ‘tripod’.
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have spoken out in solidarity with the
movement. The social media platform
(@fairycreekblockade) on Instagram has
reached more than 80,000 followers
and more than $900,000 in donations
have been raised to date. Weekly
solidarity protest actions occur in cities
all over B.C. and Canada. A recent
survey commissioned by Sierra Club
B.C. revealed that 92% of British
Columbians are in support of defending
e n d a n g e re d o l d - g ro w t h f o re s t s ,
demanding government accountability
for their election promises, a reduction
in logging, a more diversified economy,
and meaningful partnerships with First
Nations communities.

Public rally in an ancient forest clear-cut.

The establishment of multiple protection
camps in the area followed, as more
and more people joined the movement.
Together they began protecting other
nearby stands of old-growth ecosystems, including the Caycuse Valley
(on Ditidaht Territory), Campers Creek
and Eden Grove.
As the campaign perseveres and public
awareness grows, more and more
people are indicating that they have had
enough of forestry mismanagement,

government irresponsibility and full-scale
loss of ecosystems amidst an ongoing
climate emergency.
The international and local support for
saving the last stands of ancient
temperate rainforests has become
palpable: World famous environmentalist
figures like Greta Thunberg, David
Suzuki and David Attenborough have
pledged their support. In addition,
several environmental groups, such as
Stand.Earth and Extinction Rebellion,

‘Waterfall’ protection camp.
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The Court Injunction:
Exclusion Zones,
RCMP Enforcement
and Civil Rights
On April 1, 2021 Teal Jones was granted an injunction
until September 26, 2021, stating that anyone interfering
with their logging and road-building activities would be
arrested. Forest activists continued to hold their ground.
On Tuesday, May 17, 2021, the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) began enforcement. The RCMP
barred anyone from entering the defended watersheds,
including police liaisons, legal observers and members of
the First Nations. The RCMP also began escorting
journalists and media members, greatly restricting their
mobility and ability to witness peaceful civil disobedience
and enforcement. Many media members who have
challenged these constructs have been arrested.
Between the months of May and September 2021, over
1000 people (both Indigenous and non-Indigenous) have
been arrested in the course of blockading the roads into
various ancient forests.

Forest protector in a hard blockade surrounded by RCMP officers.
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Thousands of people have mobilized to
the frontlines to peacefully defend the
ancient forests and uphold Indigenous
sovereignty. The momentum continues
to grow as does the support of
prominent Canadian scientists and other
experts, international celebrities plus
businesses and communities from all
around the world.
In July 2021, a coalition of news outlets
and the Canadian Association of
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Journalists (CAJ) won a court ruling in
favour of their right to report on Fairy
Creek without restrictions. The coalition
had argued that the RCMP’s use of
illegal exclusion zones infringed on their
right to press freedom. The courts also
upheld that the RCMP’s broad exclusion
zones and checkpoints are not justified
under the injunction — that the RCMP
does not have the right to arrest and
remove citizens from inside the
injunction zone simply because they

Banner and old-growth 'cookie’ at Caycuse protection camp on Ditidaht territory.

might offend in the future. Even after the
written release of the court’s decision,
the RCMP did not change their
conduct. Due to the continued use of
unlawful exclusion zones and extreme
brutality against peaceful protesters,
Justice Thompson denied Teal Jones
their application for a yearlong injunction
in September 2021. However, the
company’s appeal was granted shortly
after, causing the reinstatement of the
injunction and continuation of arrests.

Excavator removing soft blockades from the road.
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Police line restricting public and media access to bear witness during arrests.

Forest protector climbing on top of a hard blockade.
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RCMP arresting protestors that challenge the illegal exclusion zone on Ditidaht territory.
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Uniting Against the
Climate Emergency
Over the past two decades, numerous grassroots
movements have emerged in response to environmental
degradation and political inaction. Protests against fish
farming, pipeline projects and extractive industries across
Canada and the world join the Last Stand for Ancient
Forests movement in their common goal to act in the
wake of a climate emergency. Following the historical
example of social change, these bottom-up initiatives are
using peaceful civil disobedience to demand the same
commitment to climate action from the government.
This climate action must involve ancient forests: Oldgrowth trees not only significantly lower carbon in the
atmosphere, they also hold the genetical key to mitigating
climate change. Due to a lifespan of up to 2000 years,
these ancient beings have experienced and persevered
through a variety of climates. The secret of their sustained
existence provides valuable knowledge in adapting to
global warming.
As long as governmental negligence continues, the public
will take matters into their own hands in order to ensure a
liveable future; one in which ancient forests are more than
a distant memory.
!19

The burning of slash piles, a by-product of logging, releases carbon into the atmosphere.
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We Need You
Frontline activists continue to bravely resist
police enforcement every single day, but
to date the provincial government shows
no signs of respecting its commitment to old-growth protection.
We need international support
to raise awareness around
this issue and put pressure
on the government to change.
Together, frontline activists,
Indigenous land defenders and
international supporters can build a
movement that will inspire widespread
social and environmental change.
Please stand with us —
for the last stands of ancient
temperate rainforest.
See below for ways that you can
be part of this movement and
help us protect the remaining
ancient forests of the
Pacific Northwest.

Forest protector showing ‘peace’ from a tripod.
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Take Action Now
Please demand that the British Columbia
provincial government:

Act immediately to deliver on its election
promises to protect old-growth forests, a basic
necessity to avert a global climate and
biodiversity catastrophe.

Establish stand-alone legislation to protect
endangered species.

Return jurisdiction of stolen lands to sovereign
Indigenous nations and revoke corporate land
tenures that grant cutting rights to corporations
without Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC)
of the legal title-holders to the land.
Invest in conservation financing, Indigenous
Protected and Conserved Areas (IPCAs) and
economic incentives to support a Just Transition
from old-growth logging to a sustainable
economy for Indigenous and forest-dependent
communities, where no one is left behind.

Forest protector waving from a tree-sit at Caycuse on Ditidaht territory.
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Bring people-powered politics to decisionmaking in British Columbia and support this
movement through:
Bold actions at Canadian embassies, distributor
offices, public spaces, roadways and critical
infrastructure abroad.

Not buying B.C. wood products that derive from
old-growth trees, e.g. cedar shakes and shingles,
to demand that the Canadian forestry industry,
including Teal Jones Ltd. and other companies,
stop clear-cut logging of endangered ancient
ecosystems.

Contacting elected politicians and environmental
leaders in your country to pressure the B.C. and
Canadian governments to take action, as well as
contacting the B.C. government directly:
• B.C. Premier

John Horgan: john.horgan.MLA@leg.bc.ca
• Minister of Forests

Katrine Conroy: katrine.conroy.MLA@leg.bc.ca
• Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy

George Heyman: george.heyman.MLA@leg.bc.ca
• Minister of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation

Murray Rankin: murray.rankin.MLA@leg.bc.ca

Banner in the Caycuse protection camp on Ditidaht territory.
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Stay informed and raise public awareness
through the reading and sharing of articles:
Independent Old-Growth Review Panel
“New Future for Old Forests” by Al Gorley and Garry Merkel (2020):
www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-and-industry/
forestry/stewardship/old-growth-forests/strategic-review-20200430.pdf

Sierra Club B.C.
“B.C.’s Old-Growth Forest: A Last Stand for Biodiversity” by Dr. Karen
Price, Dr. Rachel Holt and Dave Daust (June 2020):
sierraclub.bc.ca/laststand/

Greenpeace
“Saving Fairy Creek and Why Ancient Forests are Worth More
Standing” by Shane Moffatt (April 1st, 2021):
www.greenpeace.org/canada/en/story/47068/saving-fairy-creek-andwhy-ancient-forests-are-worth-more-standing/

Mongabay
“With British Columbia’s last old-growth at risk, government falters:
Critics” by Justin Catanoso (April 20th, 2021):
news.mongabay.com/2021/04/with-british-columbias-last-old-growthat-risk-government-falters-critics/

B.C. Civil Liberties Association
“Press Release: Civil Liberties Group and Legal Observers Condemn
RCMP Actions at Fairy Creek” (May 21st, 2021):
www.bccla.org/news/2021/05/21026/?fbclid=IwAR0ejAZgvTQbgSPFpVOZz_IHV0itRdOq3ABtlR6JpWJA1KdprPs_6dXiis

The Guardian
“War in the Woods: Hundreds of Anti-Logging Protestors Arrested in
Canada” by Jesse Winter (June 24th, 2021):
www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jun/24/british-columbialogging-ancient-growth-protests

Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs
“Wildfires, Logging, and Climate Change Jeopardize Old Growth:
UBCIC Advances Protect Our Elder Trees Declaration” (July 28th, 2021):
www.ubcic.bc.ca/wildfires_logging_and_climate_change_jeopardize_
old_growth_UBCIC_advances_protect_our_elder_trees_declaration/

Coast Salish Matriarch and Elder Klasom Satlt’x Losah, fondly known as Grandma Rose.
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Empower the cause by following and sharing
on social media, donating and signing petitions:
Website
https://laststandforforests.com/

Facebook and Instagram
@fairycreekblockade
@rainforestflyingsquad
@camplandback

Hashtags
#SaveFairyCreek #WorthMoreStanding #OldGrowthProtection

FundRazr for Supplies and Legal Fees
https://fundrazr.com/last_stand_for_forests

GoFundMe for Indigenous Land Defenders
https://ca.gofundme.com/f/support-for-indigenous-land-defendersfairy-creek

Rainforest Rescue Petition
https://www.rainforest-rescue.org/petitions/1120/canadas-giantsgrown-over-5-centuries-felled-in-5-minutes

Change.org Petition
http://bit.ly/SaveOldGrowth

Stand.Earth Petition
http://bit.ly/STANDpetition

Ancient Forest Alliance Petition
http://bit.ly/AFApetition
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Forest protectors peacefully challenging the exclusion zone at Caycuse on Ditidaht territory.
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